**Corn Mothers Questions**

What three ways did the Virgin of Guadalupe prove confirm her divinity to Juan Diego?

1) Curing Juan Diego’s Uncle from illness
2) Causing Castillian roses to bloom in the dead of winter
3) Causing her image to appear on the *tilma* worn by Juan Diego

What organization did Dolores Huerta found in Stockton, CA?

Community Services Organization (CSO)

What American writer is acclaimed for her first novel *The House on Mango Street*?

Sandra Cisneros

Rigoberta Menchu, known for her work in social reform through the Catholic church and women’s rights was awarded the _____________ in 1992.

Noble Peace Prize

After a severe bus accident, this famous artist began painting what during her art therapy sessions in her home? (2 part)

Frida Kahlo, self portraits

What woman is currently the World Champion in the Super Flyweight division awarded by the World Boxing Commission?

Anna Marie Torres

Dolores Jimenez Y Muro was a Mexican school teacher and revolutionary credited for writing what book published March 18, 1911?

The Political and Social Plan

The arguments and writings presented in Hermila Galindo’s journal *Mujer Moderna* were used by Mexicana Feminists in what decades?

The 20’s and 30’s

This Half-Hawaiian/Half-Scottish Princess went to England in 1889 to go to school combating insults from Englanders of being a “barbarian”.

Princess Victoria Ka’iulani Cleghorn

What 2010 Sydney Peace Prize winner founded the Research Foundation for Science, Technology and Ecology?

Vandana Shiva

This Apache Native joined Geronimo in the fight for expansion of Apache lands was known for her strength, wisdom and supernatural abilities.

Lozen

Winona LaDuke, an author and environmentalist of Anishinaabe decent graduated from what two universities?

Harvard and Antioch Universities

Author Margo Tamez wrote what two books in 2007 on essays regarding chemical petroleum, DDT and toxaphene exposures along the Texas borderlands and a poetry collection and testimony?

The Daughter of Lightning and Raven Eye
Maya Angelou, author and poet, worked with what two prominent figures in the Civil Rights Movement?

Martin Luther King Jr. and Malcom X

This author who debuted in 1970 received many awards and distinctions including the Pulitzer Prize in 1988.

Toni Morrison

Rosa Parks, a pioneer of Civil Rights, is known for what occurred on December 1, 1955. What event happened that day and where?

Her defiance to give up her seat a bus to a white passenger, Montgomery, Alabama

This Underground Railroad conductor escorted over 300 slaves to freedom from plantation slavery.

Harriet Tubman

Sojourner Truth, born into slavery and freed in 1827 under New York state’s gradual emancipation law, dedicated her life to abolition of slavery and equal rights for women. She was known for what?

Her oration (speeches)

Wangari Maathai of Kenya was elected to Kenya’s National Assembly in 2002, she is known for what accomplishment in 1971?

Being the first woman in either East or Central Africa to earn a Doctorate

This queen of Egypt married to the Pharaoh Akhenaten was known for a religious revolution in Egypt to only worship one god, Aten.

Queen Nefertiti

BONUS QUESTIONS

Name the three Maribal Sisters who fervently opposed the cruel dictatorship of Rafael Leonidas Trujillo?

Answer = Patria, Minerva, and Maria Teresa

The *Mujeres Libres* “Free Women” movement expanded substantially during the Spanish Civil War, how many members were part of this movement during this time?

Answer = 30,000 Members

Anna Mae Aquash is known for her involvement with the TRIBES project. What does the acronym TRIBES stand for?

Answer = *Teaching and Research in Bicultural Education School* project

What famous masterwork of fiction is Zoral Neale Hurston known for?

Answer = *There Eyes Were Watching God*

What country and currency is Queen Nanny of the Maroons printed on?

Answer = The Jamaican 500 dollar bill.

Hatshepsut of Egypt ruled as a man from what years in Egyptian history?

Answer = 1479 – 1458 BC